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Nature’s Kitchen: Ready to serve with Schur®Star Zip-Pop 

Packaging with added value for gentle preparation in the microwave 

Danish Kildespring has launched a new potato range in microwavable bags under the headline ”Tasty 
choices for busy weekdays”. The potatoes are packed in the innovative Schur®Star Zip-Pop Bag, enabling 
busy consumers to prepare a delicious meal in 8 minutes. Potatoes and spiced butter are placed in two 
separate compartments. During preparation, the steam from the potatoes opens the compartments, and the 
butter in the top melts down over the potatoes. When potatoes are prepared traditionally, valuable minerals 
and vitamins are lost with the boiling water, but this gentle method retains the nutrients in the bag. 
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Nature’s Kitchen: Ready to serve with Schur®Star Zip-Pop 

Why the Schur®Star Concept? 
The Schur®Star Concept consists of a Schur®Star Packaging Machine and the 
premade Schur®Star Bags  

• The most flexible solution available 
• It is all about adding flexibility to and removing 

complexity from our customer’s production 
• Run multiple bag formats without additional 

tooling costs 

• Quick change-over to run multiple products on 
one line 

• For manual, semi, and fully automatic filling 
• Easy to integrate into your existing process 
• No set-up times 

 

Bagging technology made simple 

• The full-scale solution 
• High filling capacity 
• Gas flus 
• Multiple filling positions 
• Multiple index filling 
• Variable footprint 
 
 

Why Schur®Star? 

The shortest possible distance between field and stove  

Kildespring is a team of enthusiastic people whose focus is to offer Danish consumers honest products. 
And the Nature’s Kitchen products perfectly fit into this. Each product is produced with the shortest 
possible distance between field and stove – without added preservative, e-numbers, or any other irrelevant 
elements. ”It is our mission to offer quality conscious consumers homemade meals with an understandable 
ingredient list. Also on busy weekdays with no time to do the cooking themselves”. says Peer Slynge, 
Managing Director. 

Kildespring will be packing a wide range of ready meals and convenience food on their Schur®Star, and 
they will take full advantage of the versatile packaging machine and the short change-over times.  

When introduced to the market, the Schur®Star Zip-Pop bag was awarded for its innovative construction. 
The microwavable Schur®Star Zip-Pop Bag is available to consumers in USA, Australia, Lithuania, and 
Spain, with additional projects in the pipeline. 
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